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In most cases, despite extensive signal averaging, the signals in thermal equilibrium spectra were too weak for a reliable determination of the enhancement factor 'ε' (often defined as the ratio between a per-scan signal amplitude in a hyperpolarized spectrum and in a similar spectrum acquired after return of the system to thermal equilibrium.) Therefore, to quantify the signal intensities obtained with hyperpolarized HDO, we report signalto-noise (SNR) ratios here. Table 1 . SNR values for non-overlapping residues in the hyperpolarization-boosted H N-CON spectrum of ubiquitin (cf. Fig 1 in the main text).
Residue SNR  5  6  14  9  15  7  17  6  27  6  34  6  73  9   Table 2 . SNR values for non-overlapping residues in the hyperpolarization-boosted H N-CON spectrum of OPN (cf. Fig 2a and 2c) . Residue  SNR  60  6  70  7  106  7  125  8  137  7  166  7   2   212  6  217  6  224  8  225  6  248  6   Table 3 . SNR values for non-overlapping residues in hyperpolarization-boosted 1 H N -CON spectrum of OPN in the presence of heparin (cf. Fig 2d) . Table 4 . SNR values for residues in the hyperpolarization-boosted HNCO spectrum of ubiquitin (cf. Fig 3) . SNR  3  35  5  35  15  53  17  53  27  52  44  45  57  32  73  22   Table 5 . SNR values for non-overlapping residues in the hyperpolarization-boosted HNCO spectrum of OPN (cf. Fig 4) . Fig. 1 ) on the 13 C dimension. No peaks could be detected after overnight signal averaging in any of the 1 H N -CON spectra for the same samples in thermal equilibrium. Figure S5 . Sum projection of the hyperpolarized 1 H N -CON spectrum of OPN (main text Fig. 2a ) onto the 13 C dimension. Figure S6 . Sum projection of the hyperpolarized 1 H N -CON spectrum of OPN in the presence of 2 eq. heparin (main text Fig. 2d ) onto the 13 C dimension. 
Residue

G134;
( 1 3 C) = 173.5 ppm Figure S9 . Sum projections of the signals observed in the hyperpolarized HNCO spectrum of OPN in the presence of 2 eq. heparin (cf. main text, Fig. 4 ) onto the 1 H dimension, for a given 13 C resonance frequency. The dashed line indicates the cut-off threshold in the figures of the main text. 
K158;
( 1 3 C) = 178.7 ppm Figure S10 . 1 H -15 N HSQC pH titration used for assignment of ubiquitin signals at the pH and temperature used in the D-DNP experiments (physiological saline at pH 7.4 and 37˚C). Spectra shown were collected for WT ubiquitin at pH 6, 6.5, 7, 7.4 (blue, light blue, yellow, red, respectively). For many residues significant changes in chemical shifts are observed with increasing pH.
